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Introduction 1 
The Integrated Village Plan  is  a comprehensive 

document which identifies a range of deliverable 

initiatives to facilitate economic, environmental, 

physical and social improvement to Groomsport 

over the next 15 year period.  From herein the 

Groomsport Integrated Village Plan will be referred 

to as the ‘Plan’.  

Commissioned by North Down Borough Council, 

the Plan was developed by The Paul Hogarth 

Company, and shaped by local stakeholders and 

the community.  The commissioning of this plan 

has been funded by the European Agricultural Fund 

for Rural Development (EAFRD), the Department of 

Agriculture and Rural Development (DARD) through 

Axis 3 of the Northern Ireland Rural Development 

Programme 2007-2013 (NIRDP) under Measure 3.5 

Village Renewal and Development.
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The Groomsport Integrated Village Plan sets 

out a comprehensive vision and maps out how 

the area can sustainably move forward in the 

future.  Comprising a strategic framework, the 

plan builds on the areas strengths and distinctive 

qualities,  whilst addressing those elements which 

are considered to undermine it.  Through a wide 

range of improvement projects the plan balances 

physical, economical and social regeneration which 

cumulatively will address local need.  

The development of this plan has been shaped 

by a thorough process of document review and 

site analysis, including public consultation events 

and the gathering of information through the 

distribution of questionnaires.  

It therefore provides a central point of reference for 

future investment throughout the area, whether 

public sector, private sector or the community and 

voluntary sectors.

While the plan also includes an accompanying 

action plan, which assigns priories and timescales 

to the improvement projects, this document 

should not be treated as a finite blueprint for 

development. Instead it should be viewed as a 

series of principles and concepts that, if followed, 

will result in significant benefits for the area.  Each 

project will require to be developed to a greater 

level of detail, including any preparatory technical 

studies, consultation with landowners, and where 

necessary, the securement of planning and other 

statutory approvals.  

Nevertheless, while not a blueprint, the phased 

delivery of the Plan must remain a priority for the 

area to ensure its long-term social, physical and 

economic sustainability. 

WHY HAVE AN INTEGRATED VILLAGE PLAN?1.1
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This Plan has been developed through a series of 

key stages, providing opportunities to consult and 

work with residents, North Down Borough Council 

and statutory agencies to ensure that the final plan 

appropriately reflects the needs of the village.  The 

process undertaken to produce this Plan is outlined 

below.

Baseline audit and site appraisal

From the outset of the project, it was essential that 

The Paul Hogarth Company was fully familiar with 

the strategic context of the area in order to gain 

an  understanding of the ‘trajectory of change’ as 

well as its position in the wider area.  To this end, 

a review of all available statistical information was 

undertaken alongside a series of site visits, desktop 

research and document review in order to establish 

a detailed profile of the area. 

Draft Groomsport Integrated Village Plan   

Based on the findings of the earlier stages of 

the project, a Draft Integrated Village Plan was 

developed. The aim of this plan was to strike a 

balance between being sufficiently visionary 

to capture people’s enthusiasm, whilst being 

pragmatic and deliverable.

Statutory consultation  

Consultation was undertaken with Planning Service, 

Roads Service and Northern Ireland Environment 

Agency (NIEA) to ensure that proposals within 

the Plan complemented and took cognisance of 

existing plans, policies and initiatives.

Development of final document

In the context of the feedback that was provided 

in relation to the draft Plan, the final Plan was then 

produced.

Consultation with those that have a part to play

Both evening and day-time forums were held, 

which together with a ‘walk-about’ with the 

Steering Group, allowed the team to meet with 

and gain feedback from a cross-section of people. 

Analysis conclusions  

This involved a review of all the information that 

was gathered from previous consultation, including 

notes from public open forums and questionnaire 

feedback. This information was analysed in order 

to establish a robust understanding of the existing 

strengths and factors that undermine the area, the 

wider strategic context and importantly how that 

‘snap shot’ of today relates to trends over time.

Developing key aims

Based on the agreed Analysis conclusions, a range 

of aims were established that comprehensively 

addressed the emerging issues.

In
tr

od
uc

tio
n 

METHODOLOGY1.2
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•	 Total	households	-	427

•	 Average	household	size	2.04	persons

•	 78%	of	households	had	access	to	a	car	or	van

With	42%	of	residents	aged	over	60	years	and	the	

NI	 average	 18%,	 the	 statistics	 highlight	 a	 high	

proportion of elderly people within the village.  In 

addition,	12%	of	residents	are	under	16	years	and	

with	 the	 NI	 average	 24%,	 the	 statistics	 highlight	

a low proportion of younger people within the 

village.

The statistics also point to a high dependency on 

the	car	with	78%	having	access	to	a	car	while	the	

Belfast	Metropolitan	Area	average	is	66%

To establish the aims and subsequent initiatives for 

the Action Plan it is important to understand how 

the village functions and identify its qualities, needs 

and aspirations. Through the various methods 

of information gathering, including the public 

consultation process, a profile for Groomsport 

has been established, setting the context for the 

successful future development of the village.  

Statistical information, relating to population 

figures and demographic figures for Groomsport, 

has been reviewed from the Northern Ireland 

Statistics and Research Agency (NISRA).   

At the time of writing, results from the 2011 Census 

were still being processed across Northern Ireland 

and, as such, settlement profile information from 

this most recent survey were not yet publicly 

available.  data based on results from the 2001 

Census is as follows:

•	 Total	population	-	873	persons

•	 The	average	age	was	50	years

•	 12%	aged	under	16	years

•	 42%	aged	60	and	over

Baseline Audit - Area Profile 2 

INTRODUCTION DEMOGRAPHIC2.1 2.2
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text to follow

POLICY REVIEW2.3
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Two public open forums were arranged on the 

afternoon and evening of Tuesday 5th February 

2013.  These were held at Groomsport Parish Hall 

and were facilitated by the facilitated by Consultant 

Team with assistance from the Community Group.  

Approximately 50-60 members of the local 

community attended the events.  These workshops 

encouraged the community to articulate their 

views and generated considerable feedback 

regarding the village’s strengths, weaknesses and 

future opportunities.

In advance of the public open forum a     

questionnaire was distributed to identify how 

the local community would describe Groomsport 

Village and to gauge what they liked and disliked 

most about it.  These questionnaires were also 

distributed during the public open forum events.  In 

total 29 completed questionnaires were returned.

The following outlines a summary of the feedback 

received.  The figures refer to the number of times 

a particular comment was raised

What three words/phrases would you use to 

describe your village?

11 Friendly
10 Peaceful/Quiet
10 Picturesque/Pretty/Attractive/Beautiful
6 Tired/Unloved/In need of boost
4 Unique
3 Quaint

The top six issues combined accounted for around 

60%	of	all	comments	received

7

Consultation Process 3 

INITIAL PUBLIC OPEN FORUM GROUP WALKABOUT QUESTIONNAIRE FEEDBACK3.1 3.2 3.3

A walkabout with the local community group 

was undertaken on Thursday 14th February 2013 

between the afternoon and evening public open 

forums.  Various key areas and sites were visited 

including Harbour Road, Main Street and the North 

Down Coastal Path.  This  provided a comprehensive 

understanding and appreciation of the unique 

issues to be addressed and opportunities to be 

targeted through the Plan.
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Any further comments?

5  Retain distinctive character of village
3  Address derelict sites
3  Improvements to boatclub
3  Traffic/speed improvements
3  Village noticeboard/communication
2  Encourage more events

The top six issues combined account for around 

49%	of	all	comments	received

Co
ns

ul
ta

tio
n 

Pr
oc

es
s 

What do you like most about your village?

9 Seaside/Beaches
7 Community/Village atmosphere
6 Close to towns but feels separate
5 Harbour
4 Quiet/Peaceful
3 Coast/coastline

The top six issues combined accounted for around 

59%	of	all	comments	received

What things need to be addressed?

11 Dog fouling/control
8	 General	tidiness	(weeds/clutter/frontages)
6 Condition of coastal paths
5 Improved play areas (incl. older children)
4 Traffic speed
4 Future development to be sympathetic

The top six issues combined accounted for around 

50%	of	all	comments	received

A secondary public open forum was held on 

the evening of Wednesday 6th March 2013 at 

Groomsport Parish Hall.

The purpose of this event was to present the 

draft plan,  key project aims and associated 

initiatives.  This event was well attended by the 

local community and played an invaluable role in 

shaping the final plan and project list.

SECONDARY PUBLIC OPEN FORUM3.3

GROOMSPORT VILLAGE PLAN

PUBLIC SURVEY

1. What three words or phrases would you use to describe your village?

__________________ __________________ __________________
  

2. What do you like most about your village?______________________

__ _____________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

3. What things do you think need to be addressed in Groomsport?_____

__ _____________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

4. Any further comments? _____________________________________

__ _____________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire
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Analysis Conclusions and Aims4 

ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS4.1

Following the baseline audit and the consultation 

stage a series of analysis conclusions have emerged.  

These analysis conclusions can be categorised into 

six overarching themes, illustrated as follows.

1.  VILLAGE PROMOTION

-  Would like to see more unique signage in village

-  Lack of primary school discussed

-  Popular events held outside Cockle Bay cottages

-  Nothing in village for older children

-  Tourism seen as a key economic driver

-  ‘Eagle Wing’ connections (1646)

-  Ballywalter Fair - would be great in Groomsport

-  Need for a spread of events throughout year

-  Council events page - posters in shop

-  Need for village noticeboard

-  Little communication of events

-  Newsletter/website would be beneficial

2.  SEAFRONT

-  Reexamination of harbour/car park area 

desirable 

-  Issues associated with condition of ‘The Point’

-  Status of pumping station (Harbour Road)

-  Possible expansion of Boatclub

-  Potential for additional services - healthcare/

creche

-  Reorganisation of space around Boatclub

-  Tired waterfront (public realm) 

-  Issues associated with ‘The Point’ (private road)

-  Boathouse very well utilised - increased demand

-  Touring caravans parking during summer

-  Neutral civic space required 

-  Older age group in village (census)

-  Reference made to Scott Wilson Report (2010)

3.  COAST

-  Inadequate lighting along beach and harbour

-  Lack of bins along Cove Bay/Main Street

-  Parts of coastal path badly eroded

-  Interpretative signage/viewpoints

-  Highway to Health trail

-  Dog fouling/control

4.  STREETS

-  Planting along Main Street - general tidy up

-  Character of new buildings (design/scale/

massing)

-  No more apartments/townhouses

-  Vacant properties within village

-  Traffic speed

5.  ARRIVAL

-  Improved gateways into village

-  No welcome signage
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1. GROOMSPORT PROMOTION STRATEGY

2. REVITALISING GROOMSPORT’S SEAFRONT 

3. IMPROVED MANAGEMENT OF GROOMSPORT’S COASTLINE

4. IMPROVED MANAGEMENT OF GROOMSPORT’S COASTLINE

5. ENHANCING THE VILLAGE ARRIVAL EXPERIENCE

These analysis conclusions and overarching themes 

have informed the key aims  which guide the 

specific projects and ensure that the area develops 

in accordance with a shared strategic vision.  These 

aims are listed below as follows:

To assist in the understanding of the proposed 

initiatives the plan and associated legend on the 

following page outlines the initiatives relevant to 

the development of Groomsport Integrated Village 

Plan.
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3.1 Improved coastal path from The Point to 
Ballyholme/Bangor

3.2 Boardwalk along Cove Bay
3.3 Improved coastal path from Cove Bay East 

to Andrews Shorefield 
3.4 Formalised coastal path around Mary’s Bay
3.5 Improved coastal path from Mary’s Bay to 

Orlock Point
3.6 Installation of dog bins along Cove Bay and 

Mary’s Bay

4.1 Main Street and Harbour Road Streetscape 
4.2 Additional tree planting along Main Street
4.3 Vacant and derelict property/site 

improvement strategy
4.4 Replace old/damaged litter bins

5.1 Gateways delineating village extents   
5.2 Seaport gateway at harbour slipway
5.3 Enhanced Directional Signage
5.4 Acknowledging role of surrounding Green 

belt 

Groomsport Integrated Village Plan5
1.1 Village noticeboard
1.2 Interpretation / Orientation Signage
1.3 Outdoor event spaces (Boat House/Cockle 

Row Cottages)

AREA A
2.1 Native tree planting around green area
2.2 Redesigned car park and repositioned 

public artpiece (anchor)
2.3 Additional space for community activity 

(Boat House and School)
2.4 Repositioned recycling facilities
2.5 Pedestrian connection between Boat 

House and promenade
2.6 Relocated public toilets as part of 

Boathouse extension
2.7 Reconfigured pedestrian connections 

through site of public toilets
2.8	 Enhancement	of	boat	storage	facilities	

including natural stone bollards
2.9 Enhancement of boat trailer storage area 

and additional planting

GROOMSPORT PROMOTION STRATEGY

REVITALISING GROOMSPORT’S SEAFRONT 

1

2

IMPROVED MANAGEMENT OF GROOMSPORT’S COASTLINE

PROTECTING THE CHARACTER OF GROOMSPORT’S KEY STREETS

ENHANCING THE VILLAGE ARRIVAL EXPERIENCE

3

4

5

AREA B
2.10 Undergrounding/relocation of pumping 

station
2.11 Reorganisation of picnic and seating areas 

and public art piece
2.12 Enhanced access steps from Main Street
2.13 Resurfacing of pathway
2.14 Feature lighting to existing trees
2.15 Rerender and painting of boundary wall
2.16 Public dog toilet

AREA C
2.17 Additional coastal path seating
2.18	 Enclosed	play	area
2.19 Enhanced setting of War Memorial
2.20 Replacement planting north of War 

Memorial
2.21 Low level lighting (extending from The 

Point to repositioned anchor)

AREA D
2.22 Surfacing to The Point
2.23 Undergrounding of overhead cables  
2.24 New turning head and car parking bays 

with footpath
2.25 Proposed public art piece
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GROOMSPORT PROMOTION STRATEGY

VILLAGE NOTICEBOARD

The introduction of an external notice board 

strategically located within the village will 

enable the  Community Association (and other 

organisations) to advertise and promote current 

events. The notice board should be regularly 

updated to ensure residents are kept fully abreast 

of events in their area.

It is proposed that the noticeboard is located along 

Main Street at the point where the pedestrian 

pathway leading to the paddling pool area meets 

Main Street.

INTERPRETATION / ORIENTATION SIGNAGE

Situated between Ballymacormick Point and 

Orlock Point, Groomsport village is set within 

a highly attractive marine environment.   The 

village also possesses a rich history, dating back to 

Groomsport’s days as a Viking Cove, and includes 

the captivating story of the sailing of the Eagle 

Wing during the 17th-Century.

Given this rich history and  natural environment, 

scope exists to establish directional and 

interpretational signage at strategic locations 

throughout the Village, such as along the coastal 

pathway, at the Cockle Row Cottages and at the 

The Hill.  This will help promote Groomsport and 

maximise the village’s association with its setting 

and its past.

The following village initiatives set out various 

projects which collectively create the strategic 

vision for Groomsport.  It must be stressed that 

the aims and initiatives should not be viewed as 

a finite ‘blueprint plan’ but collectively contribute 

to the future vision for the village and contain 

a degree of flexibility in order to respond to 

changes in circumstances.

Where appropriate, existing photographs and 

exemplar images have been included in order 

emphasise a particular issue or convey a flavour 

of the nature of the project proposed.  

Village Projects6 

6.1
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OuTDOOR EVENT SPACES   

(COCkLE ROW COTTAGES / BOAT HOuSE)

The Plan recommends two outdoor community 

event spaces within the centre of the Village;  the 

existing area of hard standing in front of the Cockle 

Row Cottages and a proposed event space adjacent 

to the Boat House.

It is proposed that the area in front of the Cockle 

Row Cottages, which is currently used infrequently 

for outdoor event space is formalised and 

enhanced through high quality surface and edging 

materials.

Secondly, scope exists to greatly enhance the 

relationship between the Boat House and its setting 

and build upon the well used programme of indoor 

community events that this facility offers. 

The plan proposes that any future expansion of 

the building should provide frontage over the 

public green space and incorporate an  area of 

high quality hard standing for outdoor events.  

This would enhance the attractive setting of the 

building and capitalise upon the significant coastal 

views at this location.

Ha
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House
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Cottages

Proposed 
Event
Space

Formalised
Event
Space

GROOMSPORT PROMOTION STRATEGY6.1
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AREA  A

NATIVE TREE PLANTING AROuND PuBLIC 

GREEN AREA

Soft landscaping and native tree planting is 

proposed to the public green area,  adjacent to the 

Boat House.  Following the line of the promenade, 

landscaping and tree planting would visually 

improve the setting of the area and help to provide 

definition to the space.  The trees will be liberally 

spaced and the tree canopies maintained above 

eye level to ensure that the significant coastal 

views at this location are not compromised.

Main Street

Ha
rb

ou
r R

oa
d

Boat
House

REDESIGNED CAR PARk AND REPOSITIONED 

PuBLIC ARTPIECE (ANCHOR)

Opportunity exists to redesign the layout of the 

Boat House car park in order to maximise the 

number of parking spaces available.

In conjunction with this redesign it is proposed 

that the public artpiece (anchor), which currently 

compromises traffic flow is repositioned to the 

south westerly point of the public green area.  This 

repositioning, in tandem with aforementioned 

landscape improvement works would visually 

enhance and  raise the  profile of this area.

REVITALISING GROOMSPORTS SEAFRONT (AREA A)6.2
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REPOSITIONED RECyCLING FACILITy

As part of the strategic enhancement of the 

Boat House and surrounding environs the plan 

recommends relocating the recycling facility from 

the rear of the Boat House to a more appropriate 

location.

It is proposed that the recycling facilities be 

relocated to _______________________________

ADDITIONAL SPACE FOR COMMuNITy 

ACTIVITy (BOAT HOuSE AND SCHOOL)

The Boat House is a highly valued and very well  

used community facility within the village with 

bookings to use the facility often required months 

in advance.  The plan proposes that this high level 

of demand could be met through expansion of 

the building and/or availing of facilities within the 

former Groomsport Primary School.

In addition, the community identified a demand for 

drop in services such as a dental facility or creche 

which could be provided in either facility.  In the 

longer term consideration could also be given 

to the incorporation of a commercial element 

within the Boat House extension, such as a cafe or 

restaurant.

RELOCATED PuBLIC TOILETS AS PART OF 

BOATHOuSE ExTENSION

The existing public toilet block, although well 

used, compromise the environmental quality of 

the seafront area and restrict  coastal views from 

Harbour Road.  The Plan proposes that public 

toilet facilities are provided in the  Boat House and 

the existing block be removed and replaced with 

sensitive landscaping and shrub planting.

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTION BETWEEN BOAT 

HOuSE AND PROMENADE

To improve connectivity throughout the seafront 

area it is proposed that a pedestrian pathway 

is provided between the Boat House and the 

promenade.  This linkage would be provided 

alongside the boundary of the boat trailer parking 

area.

REVITALISING GROOMSPORTS SEAFRONT (AREA A)6.2
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RECONFIGuRED PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIONS 

THROuGH SITE OF PuBLIC TOILETS

In conjunction with redevelopment of the toilet 

block site it is proposed that the pedestrian 

pathway is realigned to directly connect with the 

Boat House and the pathway on the opposite 

side of Harbour Road.  A continuous footpath and 

pedestrian island should be provided as part of 

redesigning the car park to allow safe crossing at 

the entrance/exit to the car park for pedestrians 

accessing the Boat House.

ENHANCEMENT OF BOAT STORAGE FACILITIES 

INCLuDING NATuRAL STONE BOLLARDS

Given the visual prominence of the boat storage 

areas within Groomsport’s seafront, environmental 

improvement works are proposed to both areas.  

These improvement works would involve tarmac 

surfacing of the gravel storage areas and boundary 

improvement works, including the replacement of 

existing bollards with natural stone bollards

ENHANCEMENT OF BOAT TRAILER STORAGE 

AREA AND ADDITIONAL PLANTING

The Plan proposes environmental improvement 

works to the boat trailer storage area in the form 

of resurfacing and boundary improvement works.  

Native shrub and tree planting is also proposed 

between this facility and the public green area to 

provide definition to the public green and reduce 

the visual impact of the storage area.

REVITALISING GROOMSPORTS SEAFRONT (AREA A)6.2
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AREA  B

uNDERGROuNDING / RELOCATION OF 

PuMPING STATION

As identified in the image below the existing 

pumping station compromises the setting of the 

children’s paddling pool area and restricts views 

over the harbour area.   The Plan proposes to replace 

or relocate the pumping station underground and 

replace the site with soft landscaping.

Main Street

Walter 
Nelson

Hall

REORGANISATION OF PICNIC AND SEATING 

AREAS AND PuBLIC ART PIECE

The Plan proposes a reorganisation and upgrade of 

the existing picnic and seating areas, adjacent to 

the children’s paddling pools.  This area is currently 

dominated by unsightly walls, aged planters, 

concrete steps and low quality paving.

Through the consultation events, emphasis was 

placed by the local community on the importance 

of this space.  The Plan, therefore, proposes 

environmental improvement works to upgrade 

this valuable community space, which would 

involve the reorganisation of pedestrian pathways 

to enhance connectivity through the site as well 

as the repositioning of picnic benches, seating 

and the public art piece.  These works would help 

to capitalise upon coastal views and enhance the 

setting and character of the area.

Cockle
Row

Cottages
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REVITALISING GROOMSPORTS SEAFRONT (AREA B)6.2
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ENHANCED ACCESS STEPS FROM MAIN 

STREET

As key pedestrian access points to the picnic  area 

from Main Street the plan proposes the construction 

of new and widened access steps.  This will help to 

increase the prominence of the picnic area from 

Main Street and enhance the pedestrian arrival 

experience into the picnic area.

REVITALISING GROOMSPORTS SEAFRONT (AREA B)6.2
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RESuRFACING OF PATHWAy

As part of environmental improvement works 

to Groomsport’s Seafront the Plan proposes the 

widening, resurfacing and improved edging of 

the North Down Coastal Path along its length 

within the Seafront area.   Pathways off the main 

Coastal Path should also be resurfaced to enhance 

pedestrian connectivity and visual consistency 

throughout the seafront area.

FEATuRE LIGHTING TO ExISTING TREES

In conjunction with enhancement works to the 

event space in front of the Cockle Row Cottages 

the Plan proposes feature uplighting to the 

adjacent trees.  This would not only create an 

attractive feature at night but would also enhance 

the  setting of the listed cottages .

RERENDER AND PAINTING OF BOuNDARy 

WALL

The Plan proposes improvement works to the 

unsightly retaining wall behind the Walter Nelson 

Hall.   In order to minimise the visual impact of 

this structure, minor repairs to the wall should be 

carried out, following which it should be rendered 

and painted.

PuBLIC DOG TOILET

In order to address dog fouling along the coastline 

and throughout the village the Plan proposes 

a public dog toilet situated within the green 

area between the Cockle Row Cottages and the 

children’s playground.  This self flushing facility 

is widely used throughout mainland Europe and 

has proved effective in reducing incidents of dog 

fouling in public areas.

REVITALISING GROOMSPORTS SEAFRONT (AREA B)6.2
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AREA  C

ENCLOSED PLAy AREA

It is proposed that the existing play area be 

adequately enclosed to complement the recent 

improvement works undertaken to the area.  This 

would enhance safety for children using the facility, 

given its close proximity to the coast.

ENHANCED SETTING OF WAR MEMORIAL

The Plan proposes a series of improvement works 

to enhance the setting of the war memorial.

-Provide an enlarged and even standing area 
around the Memorial;

-Install railings and gates around the Memorial;

-Double the width of the access path from Main 
Street to the Memorial;

-Undertake landscape improvement works around 
the Memorial site;

-Construct new steps with handrails and a 
continuous path to provide a pedestrian connection 
between the Memorial and the Coastal Path,

ADDITIONAL COASTAL PATH SEATING

A new seating area has been proposed along the 

Coastal Path, adjacent to the children’s play area.  

This would provide dedicated seating for parents 

of children using the play area while also availing 

of the significant coastal views in this location.

Main Street

Walter 
Nelson

Hall

War
Memorial

Home
Field

REVITALISING GROOMSPORTS SEAFRONT (AREA C)6.2

REPLACEMENT PLANTING NORTH OF WAR 

MEMORIAL

The Plan proposes to cut back the overgrown 

vegetation between the War Memorial and the 

Coastal Path.  Where appropriate new native shrub 

and tree planting could be introduced.

LOW LEVEL LIGHTING (ExTENDING FROM THE 

POINT TO REPOSITIONED ANCHOR)

Low level lighting is proposed to extend along the 

North Down Coastal Path / Promenade from The 

Point to the relocated anchor.

Lighting along this section must be restricted to 

low level ensure that views over the coastline are 

not restricted by lighting columns or visual splay.
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REVITALISING GROOMSPORTS SEAFRONT (AREA D)6.2

SuRFACING OF THE POINT

The Point, which is accessed off Main Street along 

the western edge of Groomsport’s seafront area, 

is a private road which provides access to seven 

residences as well as a service access to a small 

pumping station at its northern end.  This street 

has degraded severely over the last decade and 

now includes a number of large potholes which 

impede access to the existing residences.  

Given the prominence of The Point within the 

village, particularly when viewed on the approach 

from the Bangor Road, its current poor condition 

does have a detrimental impact on the open views 

of the coastline.  The Plan therefore includes a 

proposal to surface this key street with a view to 

seeking full adoption by Roads Service in relation 

to its future maintenance.                 

AREA  D

Main Street

The Point Home
Field
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NEW TuRNING HEAD, CAR PARkING AND 

ACCESS PATH

A new turning head would need to be incorporated 

into the overall redesign of The Point in order 

to facilitate both private vehicles and pumping 

station service vehicles.  As the right hand side of 

The Point is regularly used by visitors and residents 

for informal parking, the formalising of on-street 

parking spaces would form another component of 

the redesign of the street.  From site analysis it is 

envisaged that these on-street parking bays could 

be provided without the need to increase the width 

of the existing street. 

As a final component of this project, a new access 

path is to be provided along the eastern edge of 

The Point.  The purpose of this path is to provide 

continuous pedestrian connectivity from Min 

Street to the existing coastal path.

PuBLIC ART PIECE

A public art piece is proposed along the existing 

coastal path close to its junction with the new 

pathway described previously.  This art piece would 

demarcate the western edge of Groomsport’s 

seafront area and could be designed around a 

theme that reflects the historic resonance of the 

cottages that once stood at the northern end of 

The Point. 

REVITALISING GROOMSPORTS SEAFRONT (AREA D)6.2

uNDERGROuNDING OF OVERHEAD CABLES 

One of the priorities of the Plan is an examination 

of the potential to underground existing overhead 

cables which are located along the eastern edge 

of The Point.  This process of street ‘decluttering’ 

would be coordinated in conjunction with the 

surfacing of the street as outlined in the  previous 

initiative.  The removal of the overhead wiring and 

posts will also improve views of the coastline.     
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IMPROVED COASTAL PATH FROM THE POINT TO 

BALLyHOLME/BANGOR

The North Down Coastal Path extends from 

Holywood in the west to Orlock in the east passing 

through coastline and parkland en route.  One 

key stretch of this route is that between The Point 

in Groomsport to Ballyholme Beach particularly 

in relation to its archaeological interest.  While a 

much loved walk by both residents and tourists 

alike, the Village Plan proposes that a condition 

assessment of this 1.5 mile long stretch of coastline 

is undertaken and improvement works carried out 

to particular sections.   

BOARDWALk ALONG COVE BAy

Feedback received during the public consultation 

sessions highlighted the desire to incorporate a 

boardwalk structure along the landward side of 

Cove Bay thereby formalising a key stretch of the 

North Down Coastal Path.  The incorporation of a 

’floating’ structure would provide seamless access 

between the existing coastal path to the rear 

of Groomsport Parish Church and the informal 

path point (see following project) to the rear 

of	 No.	 28	 Cove	 Avenue,	 covering	 a	 distance	 of	

approximately 250 metres.   It must be noted that 

the design of any structure must take into account 

the environmental sensitivities of the location and 

should be pedestrian friendly exclusive of all cyclist 

access.

IMPROVED COASTAL PATH FROM COVE BAy 

EAST TO ANDREWS SHOREFIELD

Travelling eastwards from Cove Bay, the next 

important linking section of coastal path that 

requires attention is that between Cove Bay and 

Andrews Shorefield.  Today this stretch comprises a 

narrow path that could be widened and formalised 

with the use of compacted stone surfacing.             

IMPROVED MANAGEMENT OF GROOMSPORTS COASTLINE6.3

INSERT PHOTO
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IMPROVED MANAGEMENT OF GROOMSPORTS COASTLINE6.3

IMPROVED COASTAL PATH FROM MARyS BAy 

TO ORLOCk POINT

The last remaining strategic stretch of coastal 

path is that which connects Marys Bay to Orlock 

Point.  This walk which has been developed and 

maintained by the National Trust affords stunning 

views of the Copeland Islands and out across the 

Irish Sea towards Scotland.  The Plan proposes 

that a condition assessment is carried out and 

sensitive repair work is carried out where deemed 

appropriate.            

INSTALLATION OF DOG BINS ALONG COVE BAy 

AND MARyS BAy

The main topic highlighted during the public 

consultation sessions, which residents disliked 

the most about Groomsport, specifically related 

to the issue of dog fouling.  In order to combat 

this problem which has been perceived to have 

increased in more recent years, additional dog bins 

are proposed along Cove Bay and Marys Bay, two 

hotspot areas identified by residents.   

FORMALISED COASTAL PATH AROuND MARyS 

BAy

This stretch of the coastal path, which traverses 

the two headlands at either side of Marys Bay, is 

very informal in nature and is little more than a 

worn grass pathway.  The path also bypasses static 

caravans and holiday homes at the Windsor Holiday 

Park site.  It is crucial that any improvements to this 

stretch of coastline are carried out in conjunction 

with Windsor Holiday Park to ensure that a publicly 

accessible coastal route is safeguarded.       
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PROTECTING THE CHARACTER OF GROOMSPORTS KEY STREETS6.4

MAIN STREET STREETSCAPE PROJECT

Public realm improvement works are proposed 

along the central section of Groomsport’s Main 

Street, from its junction with The Point in the west 

to the Groomsport Parish Church in the east.  As 

a component of this project, high quality surface 

materials are proposed along this section of Main 

Street thereby drawing attention to the hierarchy 

of this stretch while promoting pedestrian priority 

measures at this key location. 

The streetscape project would also provide the 

opportunity to review the quality of lighting and 

street furniture within this area with consideration 

given to bespoke street furniture designs that 

contribute to Groomsport’s overall character and 

identity.

Car parking requirements and public realm 

improvements should not be treated in isolation 

from one another and can be comprehensively 

addressed through this streetscape project.  As part 

of this scheme, the opportunity could therefore be 

taken to redesign pavements and parking bays 

so that footways are maximised to the benefit of 

pedestrians while designated on-street parking is 

also catered for. 

INSERT PHOTO
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PROTECTING THE CHARACTER OF GROOMSPORTS KEY STREETS6.4

VACANT AND DERELICT PROPERTy/SITE 

IMPROVEMENT STRATEGy

A number of prominent sites that are either vacant  

or being used for the storage of building materials.  

The presence of such sites can have major 

implications on the environmental quality of the 

village centre, as evidence suggests that dereliction 

and vacancy can deter investment and footfall 

levels by both locals and tourists.  This in turn can 

have an impact on the viability of neighbouring 

shops, cafes and other outlets that often depend 

on passing footfall.  

The initial stage of this project would involve 

making contact with respective site owners to 

encourage their participation in the process.  

Potential ‘quick win’ solutions include site clearance, 

repainting of adjoining gable walls, removal of 

overgrown vegetation and the incorporation of 

soft landscaping and tree planting.  

ADDITIONAL TREE PLANTING ALONG MAIN 

STREET

One of the most notable physical characteristics 

of the village is the presence of street trees along 

Main Street (see photo opposite).  In addition 

to injecting a splash of greenery along the main 

thoroughfare through the village, these trees also 

help to visually soften the impact of the on street 

parking and carriageway while raising the profile of 

this route as the villages primary key street.  While 

street trees are prevalent along Main Street, they 

are presently restricted to the eastern section, with 

the cut off point being outside the Walter Nelson 

Hall.  The Plan proposes the planting of additional 

street trees along the northern edge of Main 

Street from the Walter Nelson Hall to The Point.  It 

it envisaged that these trees would incorporate 

a minimum spacing of 40 metres to ensure that 

views of the coastline are not compromised.       

REPLACE OLD/DAMAGED LITTER BINS 

While the Main Street Streetscape would include 

provision for the replacement of bins along the 

villages primary key street, the Plan advocates 

the replacement of old and damaged litter bins 

throughout Groomsport.  Careful consideration 

will need to be given to the siting of any new bins 

and their design should be agreed in advance to 

ensure that a consistent approach in adopted 

throughout. 
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GATEWAyS DELINEATING VILLAGE ExTENTS

A total of four gateway locations have been 

identified within the Plan.  The first of the gateways 

is located along Bangor Road, two are proposed 

along the Donaghadee Road on either side of its 

junction with Springwell Road and the fourth along 

Springwell Road itself.  The creation of memorable 

gateways at each of these four locations will assist 

in defining the boundaries of  Groomsport and 

signify to visitors that they have reached a point of 

arrival to the village.

These gateways should be emphasised by the 

creation of spaces or the adding of features which 

are sensitively sited and are of an appropriate 

design and scale.  Here public art pieces and 

gateway signage, will help to convey the unique 

character of the area while informing visitors of 

their impending arrival to the heritage village of 

Groomsport.       

New directional signage, of a similar design to the 

welcome signage, is also proposed at the A2 Bypass/

Donaghadee Road junction.  Similar directional 

signage is also proposed on the western outskirts 

of the village at the  Groomsport roundabout, 

where the A2 bypass meets the Bangor Road.  Given 

the prominence of this roundabout as a key entry 

point to the village, the opportunity also exists to 

commission a piece of public art at this location.   

SEAPORT GATEWAy AT HARBOuR SLIPWAy

A gateway has also been identified at the 

harbour slipway.  While of equal importance to 

those previously discussed, this gateway would 

specifically target pedestrians as apposed to 

vehicular traffic.  As visitors arriving by sea are 

immediately immersed in the seafront area and its 

onward connections to the North Down Coastal 

Path, this gateway includes orientation signage of 

the village and the wider hinterland. 

ENHANCING THE VILLAGE ARRIVAL EXPERIENCE6.5
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ENHANCING THE VILLAGE ARRIVAL EXPERIENCE6.5

ACkNOWLEDGING THE ROLE OF SuRROuNDING 

GREENBELT

Retaining the distinctive character of the village 

ranked number one under the ‘Additional 

Comments’ section of the public consultation 

questionnaire (see Appendix 1).  One of the key 

challenges facing the Plan is the retention of those 

characteristics that are considered important to the 

villages distinctive character.  Further deliberation 

of this number one comment with residents at 

subsequent consultation sessions, highlighted the 

significance placed on the role of the surrounding 

greenbelt in protecting Groomsport’s distinctive 

character.

The Plan therefore supports those policies included 

within the Draft Belfast Metropolitan Area Plan 

2015 (North Down Countryside), relating to the 

greenbelt and rural landscape wedge designations 

surrounding Groomsport.   
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One of the key roles of the Action Plan is to prioritise 

those projects that have been identified under 

each of the five overarching aims.  The realisation 

of these proposals will require input from a number 

of various organisations and individuals from the 

public, private and community sectors. 

It is important to ensure that any available funding  

streams are targeted so that the area achieves 

the maximum economic, environmental, physical 

and social benefit from the listed projects.  In this 

regard, the Action Plan also identifies a range of 

potential funding sources which are considered 

relevant to the specific project proposed.

The information included within the Action Plan 

includes the priority of each project, based on 

demand and the likely impact it will have on the 

area. Each project has therefore been allotted a 

short, medium or long-term timeframe.  Here short-

term projects refer to those that the community 

would like to see progressed within one to five 

calendar years.  Medium-term priority refers to 

those projects which could be taken forward and 

realised within five to ten years, while long-term 

aspirations would be delivered over the next ten 

to fifteen years.  

While these priorities timeframes indicate the 

agreed prioritisation of projects set out within the 

Action Plan, it will be essential to consider the time 

restraints associated with specific funding streams, 

particularly those with imminent deadlines.   The 

Action Plan table also identifies the stakeholders 

whose involvement in the relevant initiative would 

be necessary. 

It is important to note that the following Action 

Plan table should be used as a live document 

to ensure progress is monitored regularly and 

updated accordingly. Invariably, new projects  

and opportunities will arise in future, and these 

should be assessed against the overarching aims 

identified and added to the Action Plan table where 

appropriate.  It will be the responsibility of the 

Groomsport Integrated Village Plan Action Group 

to undertake a regular review of the Action Plan 

in order to evaluate progress made and identify 

projects where future funding resources should be 

targeted.
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Integrated Village Plan Projects

Ti
m
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Lead Delivery Agents Stakeholders / Potential Funders
1.

G
ro
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t 

Pr
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io

n 
St

ra
te

gy

1.1 Village noticeboard S GVA, NDBC NDBC, RDP, DRD, PS

1.2 Interpretation / Orientation Signage S GVA, NDBC, NIEA NDBC, NIEA, HLF, NITB, ACNI, DRD, NT

1.3 Formalised event space
Cockle Row Cottages S GVA, NDBC NDBC, NIEA, DSD, PS

Boat House L GVA, DRD, NDBC NDBC, DRD, DSD, PS

1.4 Synthetic pitch at the Meadow L GFC, NDBC NDBC, GFC, SNI, BLF, PS

2.
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g 
G
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t

AREA A

2.1 Native tree planting around green area S GVA, NDBC NDBC, CVNI, RDP, PS

2.2 Redesigned car park and repositioned public art piece (anchor) S DRD, NDBC DRD, NDBC, PS

2.3 Additional space for community activity
Boat House L GVA, NDBC NDBC, PS, SEHSCT

School S GVA, NDBC NDBC, SEELB, PS

2.4 Repositioned recycling facilities S GVA, NDBC NDBC, PS, DRD

2.5 Pedestrian connection between Boat House and promenade M GVA, NDBC NDBC, DRD

2.6 Relocated public toilets as part of Boathouse extension L GVA, NDBC NDBC, DRD

2.7 Reconfigured pedestrian connections through site of public toilets L GVA, NDBC NDBC, PS, DRD

2.8 Enhancement of boat storage facilities including natural stone bollards M GVA, NDBC NDBC, DRD, NIEA

2.9 Enhancement of boat trailer storage area and additional planting M GVA, NDBC NDBC, CVNI, DRD

AREA B

2.10 Undergrounding/relocation of pumping station S NIW, NDBC NIW, PS, DRD

2.11 Reorganisation of picnic and seating areas and public art piece S GVA, NDBC NDBC, PS

2.12 Enhanced access steps from Main Street S GVA, NDBC NDBC, DRD, PS

2.13 Resurfacing of pathway S GVA, NDBC NDBC, PS, RDP

2.14 Feature lighting to existing trees S GVA, NDBC NDBC, PS, NIEA

2.15 Render and painting of boundary wall S GVA, NDBC NDBC

2.16 Public dog toilet M GVA, NDBC NDBC, PS, DRD

AREA C

2.17 Additional coastal path seating S GVA, NDBC NDBC, RPD

2.18 Enclosed play area S GVA, NDBC NDBC, PS, RDP

2.19 Enhanced setting of War Memorial M GRC, NDBC NDBC, PS, DRD

2.20 Replacement planting north of War Memorial M GRC, GVA, NDBC NDBC, CVNI

2.21 Low level lighting (extending from The Point to repositioned anchor) L GVA, NDBC NDBC, DRD, PS, NIEA

AREA D

2.22 Surfacing to The Point M DRD, NDBC DRD, NDBC, PS, Priv, NIEA, NIW

2.23 Undergrounding of overhead cables  M NIE, NDBC NIE, Priv

2.24 New turning head and car parking bays with footpath M DRD, NDBC DRD, NDBC, PS, Priv, NIEA

2.25 Proposed public art piece M GVA, NDBC NDBC, NIEA, ACNI, HLF
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3.
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e 3.1 Improved coastal path from The Point to Ballyholme/Bangor S GVA, NDBC, NT NDBC, NT, NIEA, HLF, HTH, RDP

3.2 Boardwalk along Cove Bay L GVA, NDBC, NT NDBC, NIEA, HLF, HTH, RDP

3.3 Improved coastal path from Cove Bay East to Andrews Shorefield M GVA, NDBC, NT NDBC, NIEA, HLF, HTH, RDP

3.4 Formalised coastal path around Mary’s Bay S GVA, NDBC, NT NDBC, NT, NIEA, HLF, HTH, RDP

3.5 Improved coastal path from Mary’s Bay to Orlock Point M GVA, NDBC, NT NDBC, NT, NIEA, HLF, HTH,RDP

3.6 Installation of dog bins along Cove Bay and Mary’s Bay S GVA, NDBC NDBC

4.
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e 
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4.1 Main Street and Harbour Road Streetscape S NDBC, DSD NDBC, DSD, DRD, RDP

4.2 Additional tree planting along Main Street M NDBC, DSD NDBC, DSD, RS, CVNI, RDP

4.3 Vacant and derelict property/site improvement strategy S GVA, NDBC, Priv NDBC, Priv, PS, NIHE

4.4 Replace old/damaged litter bins S GVA, NDBC NDBC

5.
 E

nh
an
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ng

 th
e 
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Ex
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5.1 Gateways delineating village extents   S GVA, NDBC, DRD NDBC, DRD, ACNI, RDP, PS, Priv

5.2 Seaport gateway at harbour slipway S GVA, NDBC, DRD NDBC, DRD, ACNI, RDP, PS

5.3 Enhanced Directional Signage S NDBC, RS NDBC, RS, 

5.4 Acknowledging role of surrounding Green belt S GVA NDBC, PS

Integrated Village Plan Projects

Ti
m

ef
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m
e 

fo
r D
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y

Lead Delivery Agents Stakeholders / Potential Funders

Timeframe 
S= Short (1- 5 yrs)
M = Medium (5 - 10 yrs)
L = Long (10 - 15 yrs) 

Delivery Agents, Stakeholders and Potential Funders : 
ACNI Arts Council of Northern Ireland
BLF Big Lottery Funding
CVNI Conservation Volunteers Northern Ireland
DSD Department for Social Development
DRD Department for Regional Development
GFC Groomsport Football Club

GRC Groomsport Remembrance Committee
GVA Groomsport Village Association
HLF Heritage Lottery Funding
HTH Highway to Health
NDBC  North Down Borough Council
NIE Northern Ireland Electric

NIEA Northern Ireland Environment Agency
NIHE Northern Ireland Housing Executive
NIW Northern Ireland Water
NT National Trust
Priv Private Sector
PS Planning Service

RDP Rural Development Programme
SEELB South Eastern Education and Library Board
SEHSCT South Easter Health and Social Care Trust
SNI Sport Northern Ireland
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Breakdown of feedback from questionnaire

Appendix 1
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GROOMSPORT VILLAGE PLAN - QUESTIONNAIRE FEEDBACK

1 Peaceful                          Local community Obstruction of pavement outside shops Flyposting should be prosecuted
Picturesque Still close to Bangor when needed Mess on pavements at some sites Legitimate advertising - formal notice board
-

2 Quiet Largely unspoiled Dog fouling Would like it to stay largely as is - natural as possible
Picturesque General tidyness - especially outside Spar shop Would prefer if consideration was largely for 
- residents and not outsiders/commercial interests

3 Friendly Lovely coastline Weeds at edges pf footpaths Point Road needs reesurfaced
Pretty Quiet Fix brick edges of flower beds near telephone box No modern buildings added - some flats are out of place

Close to Bangor and Donaghadee Cars speeding Donaghadee Road Crossroads could do with mini roundabout
Empty site in Main Street needs attention

4 Friendly The village atmosphere Speed along 'low' road and through village Any future building should be in keeping
Quaint Dogs
Popular Van camping at harbour in the summer

5 Scenic The environment Communication - need for village association Loss of school has had devasting effect on community
Quiet Green areas Residents/statutory bodies to interact effectively
Lacking community cohesion Coast

6 Picturesque The harbour and beach Building projects to be in keeping with old houses Need to stop fast driving from roundabout into Groomsport
Friendly Lovely walks
Clean Keep the old hill and no more buildings 

7 Pretty Seaside community Landscaping of open spaces Through traffic should be discouraged
Scenic Waste bins on Cove Bay beach and headland
Treasure

8 Peaceful                          Peaceful Speed limits on Donaghadee Road
Friendly Friendly
-

9 Picture postcard Village atmosphere Dogs off leads on beach Dogs off leads/fouling is a health hazard
Friendly Local shop facilities Dog poo everywhere
Historic

10 Friendly The views Making sure any future building is in keeping Have lived in village for 8 years - love it on daily basis
Good village feeling Nearness to towns yet still feels rural and separate Weed control Hope to enjoy it for many years
Thriving Relaxed atmosphere Prevention of advertising on poles, walls etc

Village shops, churches etc
11 Unique Fact that it is still a village Clear the passage beside the church Look of village spoilt by state of vacant properties

Historic Not just part of Bangor Address state of vacant properties
In need of a boost Sort out childrens paddling pool

12 Gods waiting room Pretty Harbour Harbour management Well represented by A Chambers and P Martin
- Calmness Dog poo Dont change it!
-

13 Quiet Peaceful Extend the play area - adventure playground? Keep the distinctive character of the village
Special Not full of difficult people  Give boathouse a facelift - inside and out Not a lot of housing development please
Rural Love its setting but is close enough to Bangor and Belfast Extend communitity activeites at boathouse

Really enjoy the Christmas lights turn on Ask developer to tidy up boundary of Cove Bay/coastal path
14 Special character Seascape Lighting in amaneity areas/harbour Need to retain character/identity of village

Coastal settlement Coastal walks Traffic speed on Main Road Notice board for events etc
Rural environment Character of buildings/scale

15 Pleasant Stunning location Not a lot Retain boatclub and other attractions
Popular  'Stand alone' village Preserve the old stone buildings and walls Attractions like ironman, classic cars should be encouraged
Small

16 Inviting Scenic Cove Bay and Village feels like two entities Bring back Eagle Wing Festival
Quaint Always inviting Events - street markets etc Need communication of events - triathlon not advertised
Unique Lack of signage on Main Road

17 Picturesque Terrific place to live for young and old Need more young families Furthest point of Borough from Belfast - need to attract 
Unique Tourism events Will enhance local employment to sustain village 
Friendly Community/Sports Hall - water sports in summer/indoor winter events

Signage showing amenities and tourist attractions
18 Windy Being by the sea Application for apartments on Bangor Road - totally inappropriate Need to address derelict site in front of Springwell Lodge

Beautiful
Friendly

19 Natural beauty Beaches Dog fouling on beaches Village has so much to offer - should be creatively exploited
Peaceful                          Beauty Dogs running wild on beach - accident waiting to happen A neutral community space - the arts/historical events
Friendly Pretty harbour Boathouse doesnt maximise harbour views

Entension of boathouse or a new build (creative centre)
20 Historic Seaside Address vacant unoccupied houses on Main Street and Bangor Road

Quaint Harbour Access to beach via entry close to Parish Church needs neatened up
Slightly down at heel Aspect Raking, cleaning and sweeping of beach and promenade paths

Retains an 'old world' charm Can pressure be put on Nat Trust to address dangerous, disfiguring
Visitors enjoy 'cockle island' cottages. quagmire of the coastal path around Ballymacormick Point

21 Peaceful                          Sea Footway, coastal paths etc Move bonfire site to green area at harbour
Attractive No more aprtments - only family houses
Too much dog fouling

22 Quiet The people Disrepair of Main Street shops Village should not lose its character
Charming Harbour Cockle Row Cottages need some TLC
A little tired Beaches

23 Small The sea More encouragement to the shopkeepers Groomsport is fine as is but dies need to be well maintained
Quiet Views
Friendly

24 Quiet Village atmosphere (endangered) Separate village identity
Coastal settlement Close to city and Bangor but separate Coastal path/beach cleaning
Convenient Future development

25 Unique Lack of graffitti Dog fouling Could studel/cafe be supported to make it viable?
Clean Flags flying until tattered
Friendly/safe

26 Tired Picturesque seaside location Dog control Need a focus for residents throughout the year
Neglected Amenities for older kids Improve public spaces (lighting etc)
Unloved Car parking Provide fixed dog toilet area

27 Improve lighting around harbour area - particularly concrete path
Resite motorhomes and install pay and display meters
Increase size of car park - fills quickly in good weather
Move recycling centre to free car parking space
Provide dog exclusion areas at paddling pool and Cockle Row
Upgrade play facilities to cater for older children
No centralise community space where villagers can socialise

28 Tranquil retreat New footpaths are brilliant Immaturity/selfishness of some dog owners
Footpaths must be kept clear of dog fouling
Erect signage deterring dog fouling - including potential fines
Flags/emblems not condusive to welcoming visitors to area

29 Groomsport to Ballyholme Beach given a hardcore path full way
Coastal Path - Ballymacormick Point eco pod for birdwatching
Outdoor Gym - possibly beside tennis court or homefield
Wildflower meadow at homefield

73 Comments received 58 Comments received 76 Comments received 39 Comments received

TOP SIX TOP SIX TOP SIX TOP SIX
11 Friendly 9 Seaside/beaches 11 Dog fouling/control 5 Retain distinctive character of village
10 Peaceful/Quiet 7 Community/Village Atmosphere 8 General tidyness - weeds, clutter, shop repair 3 Address derelict sites
10 Picturesque/Pretty/Attractive 6 Close to Belfast and Bangor but feels separate 6 Condition of coastal paths 3 Improvements to boatclub

6 Tired/unloved 5 Harbour 5 Improved play areas - cater for older children 3 Traffic/speed improvements
4 Unique 4 Quiet/Peaceful 4 Traffic Speed 3 Village notice board/communication of events
3 Quaint 3 Coast/Coastline 4 Future development to respect character 2 Encourage more events

TOP THREE                                                  42% TOP THREE                                                                                     38% TOP THREE                                                                                                                                    33% TOP THREE                                                                                                    28%

TOP SIX                                                         60% TOP SIX                                                                                            59% TOP SIX                                                                                                                                           50% TOP SIX                                                                                                           49%

  What do you like most about Village  Words / Phrases to describe Village   Further comments  Issues to be addressed
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GROOMSPORT VILLAGE PLAN - QUESTIONNAIRE FEEDBACK

1 Peaceful                          Local community Obstruction of pavement outside shops Flyposting should be prosecuted
Picturesque Still close to Bangor when needed Mess on pavements at some sites Legitimate advertising - formal notice board
-

2 Quiet Largely unspoiled Dog fouling Would like it to stay largely as is - natural as possible
Picturesque General tidyness - especially outside Spar shop Would prefer if consideration was largely for 
- residents and not outsiders/commercial interests

3 Friendly Lovely coastline Weeds at edges pf footpaths Point Road needs reesurfaced
Pretty Quiet Fix brick edges of flower beds near telephone box No modern buildings added - some flats are out of place

Close to Bangor and Donaghadee Cars speeding Donaghadee Road Crossroads could do with mini roundabout
Empty site in Main Street needs attention

4 Friendly The village atmosphere Speed along 'low' road and through village Any future building should be in keeping
Quaint Dogs
Popular Van camping at harbour in the summer

5 Scenic The environment Communication - need for village association Loss of school has had devasting effect on community
Quiet Green areas Residents/statutory bodies to interact effectively
Lacking community cohesion Coast

6 Picturesque The harbour and beach Building projects to be in keeping with old houses Need to stop fast driving from roundabout into Groomsport
Friendly Lovely walks
Clean Keep the old hill and no more buildings 

7 Pretty Seaside community Landscaping of open spaces Through traffic should be discouraged
Scenic Waste bins on Cove Bay beach and headland
Treasure

8 Peaceful                          Peaceful Speed limits on Donaghadee Road
Friendly Friendly
-

9 Picture postcard Village atmosphere Dogs off leads on beach Dogs off leads/fouling is a health hazard
Friendly Local shop facilities Dog poo everywhere
Historic

10 Friendly The views Making sure any future building is in keeping Have lived in village for 8 years - love it on daily basis
Good village feeling Nearness to towns yet still feels rural and separate Weed control Hope to enjoy it for many years
Thriving Relaxed atmosphere Prevention of advertising on poles, walls etc

Village shops, churches etc
11 Unique Fact that it is still a village Clear the passage beside the church Look of village spoilt by state of vacant properties

Historic Not just part of Bangor Address state of vacant properties
In need of a boost Sort out childrens paddling pool

12 Gods waiting room Pretty Harbour Harbour management Well represented by A Chambers and P Martin
- Calmness Dog poo Dont change it!
-

13 Quiet Peaceful Extend the play area - adventure playground? Keep the distinctive character of the village
Special Not full of difficult people  Give boathouse a facelift - inside and out Not a lot of housing development please
Rural Love its setting but is close enough to Bangor and Belfast Extend communitity activeites at boathouse

Really enjoy the Christmas lights turn on Ask developer to tidy up boundary of Cove Bay/coastal path
14 Special character Seascape Lighting in amaneity areas/harbour Need to retain character/identity of village

Coastal settlement Coastal walks Traffic speed on Main Road Notice board for events etc
Rural environment Character of buildings/scale

15 Pleasant Stunning location Not a lot Retain boatclub and other attractions
Popular  'Stand alone' village Preserve the old stone buildings and walls Attractions like ironman, classic cars should be encouraged
Small

16 Inviting Scenic Cove Bay and Village feels like two entities Bring back Eagle Wing Festival
Quaint Always inviting Events - street markets etc Need communication of events - triathlon not advertised
Unique Lack of signage on Main Road

17 Picturesque Terrific place to live for young and old Need more young families Furthest point of Borough from Belfast - need to attract 
Unique Tourism events Will enhance local employment to sustain village 
Friendly Community/Sports Hall - water sports in summer/indoor winter events

Signage showing amenities and tourist attractions
18 Windy Being by the sea Application for apartments on Bangor Road - totally inappropriate Need to address derelict site in front of Springwell Lodge

Beautiful
Friendly

19 Natural beauty Beaches Dog fouling on beaches Village has so much to offer - should be creatively exploited
Peaceful                          Beauty Dogs running wild on beach - accident waiting to happen A neutral community space - the arts/historical events
Friendly Pretty harbour Boathouse doesnt maximise harbour views

Entension of boathouse or a new build (creative centre)
20 Historic Seaside Address vacant unoccupied houses on Main Street and Bangor Road

Quaint Harbour Access to beach via entry close to Parish Church needs neatened up
Slightly down at heel Aspect Raking, cleaning and sweeping of beach and promenade paths

Retains an 'old world' charm Can pressure be put on Nat Trust to address dangerous, disfiguring
Visitors enjoy 'cockle island' cottages. quagmire of the coastal path around Ballymacormick Point

21 Peaceful                          Sea Footway, coastal paths etc Move bonfire site to green area at harbour
Attractive No more aprtments - only family houses
Too much dog fouling

22 Quiet The people Disrepair of Main Street shops Village should not lose its character
Charming Harbour Cockle Row Cottages need some TLC
A little tired Beaches

23 Small The sea More encouragement to the shopkeepers Groomsport is fine as is but dies need to be well maintained
Quiet Views
Friendly

24 Quiet Village atmosphere (endangered) Separate village identity
Coastal settlement Close to city and Bangor but separate Coastal path/beach cleaning
Convenient Future development

25 Unique Lack of graffitti Dog fouling Could studel/cafe be supported to make it viable?
Clean Flags flying until tattered
Friendly/safe

26 Tired Picturesque seaside location Dog control Need a focus for residents throughout the year
Neglected Amenities for older kids Improve public spaces (lighting etc)
Unloved Car parking Provide fixed dog toilet area

27 Improve lighting around harbour area - particularly concrete path
Resite motorhomes and install pay and display meters
Increase size of car park - fills quickly in good weather
Move recycling centre to free car parking space
Provide dog exclusion areas at paddling pool and Cockle Row
Upgrade play facilities to cater for older children
No centralise community space where villagers can socialise

28 Tranquil retreat New footpaths are brilliant Immaturity/selfishness of some dog owners
Footpaths must be kept clear of dog fouling
Erect signage deterring dog fouling - including potential fines
Flags/emblems not condusive to welcoming visitors to area

29 Groomsport to Ballyholme Beach given a hardcore path full way
Coastal Path - Ballymacormick Point eco pod for birdwatching
Outdoor Gym - possibly beside tennis court or homefield
Wildflower meadow at homefield

73 Comments received 58 Comments received 76 Comments received 39 Comments received

TOP SIX TOP SIX TOP SIX TOP SIX
11 Friendly 9 Seaside/beaches 11 Dog fouling/control 5 Retain distinctive character of village
10 Peaceful/Quiet 7 Community/Village Atmosphere 8 General tidyness - weeds, clutter, shop repair 3 Address derelict sites
10 Picturesque/Pretty/Attractive 6 Close to Belfast and Bangor but feels separate 6 Condition of coastal paths 3 Improvements to boatclub

6 Tired/unloved 5 Harbour 5 Improved play areas - cater for older children 3 Traffic/speed improvements
4 Unique 4 Quiet/Peaceful 4 Traffic Speed 3 Village notice board/communication of events
3 Quaint 3 Coast/Coastline 4 Future development to respect character 2 Encourage more events

TOP THREE                                                  42% TOP THREE                                                                                     38% TOP THREE                                                                                                                                    33% TOP THREE                                                                                                    28%

TOP SIX                                                         60% TOP SIX                                                                                            59% TOP SIX                                                                                                                                           50% TOP SIX                                                                                                           49%

  What do you like most about Village  Words / Phrases to describe Village   Further comments  Issues to be addressed

GROOMSPORT VILLAGE PLAN - QUESTIONNAIRE FEEDBACK

1 Peaceful                          Local community Obstruction of pavement outside shops Flyposting should be prosecuted
Picturesque Still close to Bangor when needed Mess on pavements at some sites Legitimate advertising - formal notice board
-

2 Quiet Largely unspoiled Dog fouling Would like it to stay largely as is - natural as possible
Picturesque General tidyness - especially outside Spar shop Would prefer if consideration was largely for 
- residents and not outsiders/commercial interests

3 Friendly Lovely coastline Weeds at edges pf footpaths Point Road needs reesurfaced
Pretty Quiet Fix brick edges of flower beds near telephone box No modern buildings added - some flats are out of place

Close to Bangor and Donaghadee Cars speeding Donaghadee Road Crossroads could do with mini roundabout
Empty site in Main Street needs attention

4 Friendly The village atmosphere Speed along 'low' road and through village Any future building should be in keeping
Quaint Dogs
Popular Van camping at harbour in the summer

5 Scenic The environment Communication - need for village association Loss of school has had devasting effect on community
Quiet Green areas Residents/statutory bodies to interact effectively
Lacking community cohesion Coast

6 Picturesque The harbour and beach Building projects to be in keeping with old houses Need to stop fast driving from roundabout into Groomsport
Friendly Lovely walks
Clean Keep the old hill and no more buildings 

7 Pretty Seaside community Landscaping of open spaces Through traffic should be discouraged
Scenic Waste bins on Cove Bay beach and headland
Treasure

8 Peaceful                          Peaceful Speed limits on Donaghadee Road
Friendly Friendly
-

9 Picture postcard Village atmosphere Dogs off leads on beach Dogs off leads/fouling is a health hazard
Friendly Local shop facilities Dog poo everywhere
Historic

10 Friendly The views Making sure any future building is in keeping Have lived in village for 8 years - love it on daily basis
Good village feeling Nearness to towns yet still feels rural and separate Weed control Hope to enjoy it for many years
Thriving Relaxed atmosphere Prevention of advertising on poles, walls etc

Village shops, churches etc
11 Unique Fact that it is still a village Clear the passage beside the church Look of village spoilt by state of vacant properties

Historic Not just part of Bangor Address state of vacant properties
In need of a boost Sort out childrens paddling pool

12 Gods waiting room Pretty Harbour Harbour management Well represented by A Chambers and P Martin
- Calmness Dog poo Dont change it!
-

13 Quiet Peaceful Extend the play area - adventure playground? Keep the distinctive character of the village
Special Not full of difficult people  Give boathouse a facelift - inside and out Not a lot of housing development please
Rural Love its setting but is close enough to Bangor and Belfast Extend communitity activeites at boathouse

Really enjoy the Christmas lights turn on Ask developer to tidy up boundary of Cove Bay/coastal path
14 Special character Seascape Lighting in amaneity areas/harbour Need to retain character/identity of village

Coastal settlement Coastal walks Traffic speed on Main Road Notice board for events etc
Rural environment Character of buildings/scale

15 Pleasant Stunning location Not a lot Retain boatclub and other attractions
Popular  'Stand alone' village Preserve the old stone buildings and walls Attractions like ironman, classic cars should be encouraged
Small

16 Inviting Scenic Cove Bay and Village feels like two entities Bring back Eagle Wing Festival
Quaint Always inviting Events - street markets etc Need communication of events - triathlon not advertised
Unique Lack of signage on Main Road

17 Picturesque Terrific place to live for young and old Need more young families Furthest point of Borough from Belfast - need to attract 
Unique Tourism events Will enhance local employment to sustain village 
Friendly Community/Sports Hall - water sports in summer/indoor winter events

Signage showing amenities and tourist attractions
18 Windy Being by the sea Application for apartments on Bangor Road - totally inappropriate Need to address derelict site in front of Springwell Lodge

Beautiful
Friendly

19 Natural beauty Beaches Dog fouling on beaches Village has so much to offer - should be creatively exploited
Peaceful                          Beauty Dogs running wild on beach - accident waiting to happen A neutral community space - the arts/historical events
Friendly Pretty harbour Boathouse doesnt maximise harbour views

Entension of boathouse or a new build (creative centre)
20 Historic Seaside Address vacant unoccupied houses on Main Street and Bangor Road

Quaint Harbour Access to beach via entry close to Parish Church needs neatened up
Slightly down at heel Aspect Raking, cleaning and sweeping of beach and promenade paths

Retains an 'old world' charm Can pressure be put on Nat Trust to address dangerous, disfiguring
Visitors enjoy 'cockle island' cottages. quagmire of the coastal path around Ballymacormick Point

21 Peaceful                          Sea Footway, coastal paths etc Move bonfire site to green area at harbour
Attractive No more aprtments - only family houses
Too much dog fouling

22 Quiet The people Disrepair of Main Street shops Village should not lose its character
Charming Harbour Cockle Row Cottages need some TLC
A little tired Beaches

23 Small The sea More encouragement to the shopkeepers Groomsport is fine as is but dies need to be well maintained
Quiet Views
Friendly

24 Quiet Village atmosphere (endangered) Separate village identity
Coastal settlement Close to city and Bangor but separate Coastal path/beach cleaning
Convenient Future development

25 Unique Lack of graffitti Dog fouling Could studel/cafe be supported to make it viable?
Clean Flags flying until tattered
Friendly/safe

26 Tired Picturesque seaside location Dog control Need a focus for residents throughout the year
Neglected Amenities for older kids Improve public spaces (lighting etc)
Unloved Car parking Provide fixed dog toilet area

27 Improve lighting around harbour area - particularly concrete path
Resite motorhomes and install pay and display meters
Increase size of car park - fills quickly in good weather
Move recycling centre to free car parking space
Provide dog exclusion areas at paddling pool and Cockle Row
Upgrade play facilities to cater for older children
No centralise community space where villagers can socialise

28 Tranquil retreat New footpaths are brilliant Immaturity/selfishness of some dog owners
Footpaths must be kept clear of dog fouling
Erect signage deterring dog fouling - including potential fines
Flags/emblems not condusive to welcoming visitors to area

29 Groomsport to Ballyholme Beach given a hardcore path full way
Coastal Path - Ballymacormick Point eco pod for birdwatching
Outdoor Gym - possibly beside tennis court or homefield
Wildflower meadow at homefield

73 Comments received 58 Comments received 76 Comments received 39 Comments received

TOP SIX TOP SIX TOP SIX TOP SIX
11 Friendly 9 Seaside/beaches 11 Dog fouling/control 5 Retain distinctive character of village
10 Peaceful/Quiet 7 Community/Village Atmosphere 8 General tidyness - weeds, clutter, shop repair 3 Address derelict sites
10 Picturesque/Pretty/Attractive 6 Close to Belfast and Bangor but feels separate 6 Condition of coastal paths 3 Improvements to boatclub

6 Tired/unloved 5 Harbour 5 Improved play areas - cater for older children 3 Traffic/speed improvements
4 Unique 4 Quiet/Peaceful 4 Traffic Speed 3 Village notice board/communication of events
3 Quaint 3 Coast/Coastline 4 Future development to respect character 2 Encourage more events

TOP THREE                                                  42% TOP THREE                                                                                     38% TOP THREE                                                                                                                                    33% TOP THREE                                                                                                    28%

TOP SIX                                                         60% TOP SIX                                                                                            59% TOP SIX                                                                                                                                           50% TOP SIX                                                                                                           49%

  What do you like most about Village  Words / Phrases to describe Village   Further comments  Issues to be addressed
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GROOMSPORT VILLAGE PLAN - QUESTIONNAIRE FEEDBACK

1 Peaceful                          Local community Obstruction of pavement outside shops Flyposting should be prosecuted
Picturesque Still close to Bangor when needed Mess on pavements at some sites Legitimate advertising - formal notice board
-

2 Quiet Largely unspoiled Dog fouling Would like it to stay largely as is - natural as possible
Picturesque General tidyness - especially outside Spar shop Would prefer if consideration was largely for 
- residents and not outsiders/commercial interests

3 Friendly Lovely coastline Weeds at edges pf footpaths Point Road needs reesurfaced
Pretty Quiet Fix brick edges of flower beds near telephone box No modern buildings added - some flats are out of place

Close to Bangor and Donaghadee Cars speeding Donaghadee Road Crossroads could do with mini roundabout
Empty site in Main Street needs attention

4 Friendly The village atmosphere Speed along 'low' road and through village Any future building should be in keeping
Quaint Dogs
Popular Van camping at harbour in the summer

5 Scenic The environment Communication - need for village association Loss of school has had devasting effect on community
Quiet Green areas Residents/statutory bodies to interact effectively
Lacking community cohesion Coast

6 Picturesque The harbour and beach Building projects to be in keeping with old houses Need to stop fast driving from roundabout into Groomsport
Friendly Lovely walks
Clean Keep the old hill and no more buildings 

7 Pretty Seaside community Landscaping of open spaces Through traffic should be discouraged
Scenic Waste bins on Cove Bay beach and headland
Treasure

8 Peaceful                          Peaceful Speed limits on Donaghadee Road
Friendly Friendly
-

9 Picture postcard Village atmosphere Dogs off leads on beach Dogs off leads/fouling is a health hazard
Friendly Local shop facilities Dog poo everywhere
Historic

10 Friendly The views Making sure any future building is in keeping Have lived in village for 8 years - love it on daily basis
Good village feeling Nearness to towns yet still feels rural and separate Weed control Hope to enjoy it for many years
Thriving Relaxed atmosphere Prevention of advertising on poles, walls etc

Village shops, churches etc
11 Unique Fact that it is still a village Clear the passage beside the church Look of village spoilt by state of vacant properties

Historic Not just part of Bangor Address state of vacant properties
In need of a boost Sort out childrens paddling pool

12 Gods waiting room Pretty Harbour Harbour management Well represented by A Chambers and P Martin
- Calmness Dog poo Dont change it!
-

13 Quiet Peaceful Extend the play area - adventure playground? Keep the distinctive character of the village
Special Not full of difficult people  Give boathouse a facelift - inside and out Not a lot of housing development please
Rural Love its setting but is close enough to Bangor and Belfast Extend communitity activeites at boathouse

Really enjoy the Christmas lights turn on Ask developer to tidy up boundary of Cove Bay/coastal path
14 Special character Seascape Lighting in amaneity areas/harbour Need to retain character/identity of village

Coastal settlement Coastal walks Traffic speed on Main Road Notice board for events etc
Rural environment Character of buildings/scale

15 Pleasant Stunning location Not a lot Retain boatclub and other attractions
Popular  'Stand alone' village Preserve the old stone buildings and walls Attractions like ironman, classic cars should be encouraged
Small

16 Inviting Scenic Cove Bay and Village feels like two entities Bring back Eagle Wing Festival
Quaint Always inviting Events - street markets etc Need communication of events - triathlon not advertised
Unique Lack of signage on Main Road

17 Picturesque Terrific place to live for young and old Need more young families Furthest point of Borough from Belfast - need to attract 
Unique Tourism events Will enhance local employment to sustain village 
Friendly Community/Sports Hall - water sports in summer/indoor winter events

Signage showing amenities and tourist attractions
18 Windy Being by the sea Application for apartments on Bangor Road - totally inappropriate Need to address derelict site in front of Springwell Lodge

Beautiful
Friendly

19 Natural beauty Beaches Dog fouling on beaches Village has so much to offer - should be creatively exploited
Peaceful                          Beauty Dogs running wild on beach - accident waiting to happen A neutral community space - the arts/historical events
Friendly Pretty harbour Boathouse doesnt maximise harbour views

Entension of boathouse or a new build (creative centre)
20 Historic Seaside Address vacant unoccupied houses on Main Street and Bangor Road

Quaint Harbour Access to beach via entry close to Parish Church needs neatened up
Slightly down at heel Aspect Raking, cleaning and sweeping of beach and promenade paths

Retains an 'old world' charm Can pressure be put on Nat Trust to address dangerous, disfiguring
Visitors enjoy 'cockle island' cottages. quagmire of the coastal path around Ballymacormick Point

21 Peaceful                          Sea Footway, coastal paths etc Move bonfire site to green area at harbour
Attractive No more aprtments - only family houses
Too much dog fouling

22 Quiet The people Disrepair of Main Street shops Village should not lose its character
Charming Harbour Cockle Row Cottages need some TLC
A little tired Beaches

23 Small The sea More encouragement to the shopkeepers Groomsport is fine as is but dies need to be well maintained
Quiet Views
Friendly

24 Quiet Village atmosphere (endangered) Separate village identity
Coastal settlement Close to city and Bangor but separate Coastal path/beach cleaning
Convenient Future development

25 Unique Lack of graffitti Dog fouling Could studel/cafe be supported to make it viable?
Clean Flags flying until tattered
Friendly/safe

26 Tired Picturesque seaside location Dog control Need a focus for residents throughout the year
Neglected Amenities for older kids Improve public spaces (lighting etc)
Unloved Car parking Provide fixed dog toilet area

27 Improve lighting around harbour area - particularly concrete path
Resite motorhomes and install pay and display meters
Increase size of car park - fills quickly in good weather
Move recycling centre to free car parking space
Provide dog exclusion areas at paddling pool and Cockle Row
Upgrade play facilities to cater for older children
No centralise community space where villagers can socialise

28 Tranquil retreat New footpaths are brilliant Immaturity/selfishness of some dog owners
Footpaths must be kept clear of dog fouling
Erect signage deterring dog fouling - including potential fines
Flags/emblems not condusive to welcoming visitors to area

29 Groomsport to Ballyholme Beach given a hardcore path full way
Coastal Path - Ballymacormick Point eco pod for birdwatching
Outdoor Gym - possibly beside tennis court or homefield
Wildflower meadow at homefield

73 Comments received 58 Comments received 76 Comments received 39 Comments received

TOP SIX TOP SIX TOP SIX TOP SIX
11 Friendly 9 Seaside/beaches 11 Dog fouling/control 5 Retain distinctive character of village
10 Peaceful/Quiet 7 Community/Village Atmosphere 8 General tidyness - weeds, clutter, shop repair 3 Address derelict sites
10 Picturesque/Pretty/Attractive 6 Close to Belfast and Bangor but feels separate 6 Condition of coastal paths 3 Improvements to boatclub

6 Tired/unloved 5 Harbour 5 Improved play areas - cater for older children 3 Traffic/speed improvements
4 Unique 4 Quiet/Peaceful 4 Traffic Speed 3 Village notice board/communication of events
3 Quaint 3 Coast/Coastline 4 Future development to respect character 2 Encourage more events

TOP THREE                                                  42% TOP THREE                                                                                     38% TOP THREE                                                                                                                                    33% TOP THREE                                                                                                    28%

TOP SIX                                                         60% TOP SIX                                                                                            59% TOP SIX                                                                                                                                           50% TOP SIX                                                                                                           49%

  What do you like most about Village  Words / Phrases to describe Village   Further comments  Issues to be addressed

GROOMSPORT VILLAGE PLAN - QUESTIONNAIRE FEEDBACK

1 Peaceful                          Local community Obstruction of pavement outside shops Flyposting should be prosecuted
Picturesque Still close to Bangor when needed Mess on pavements at some sites Legitimate advertising - formal notice board
-

2 Quiet Largely unspoiled Dog fouling Would like it to stay largely as is - natural as possible
Picturesque General tidyness - especially outside Spar shop Would prefer if consideration was largely for 
- residents and not outsiders/commercial interests

3 Friendly Lovely coastline Weeds at edges pf footpaths Point Road needs reesurfaced
Pretty Quiet Fix brick edges of flower beds near telephone box No modern buildings added - some flats are out of place

Close to Bangor and Donaghadee Cars speeding Donaghadee Road Crossroads could do with mini roundabout
Empty site in Main Street needs attention

4 Friendly The village atmosphere Speed along 'low' road and through village Any future building should be in keeping
Quaint Dogs
Popular Van camping at harbour in the summer

5 Scenic The environment Communication - need for village association Loss of school has had devasting effect on community
Quiet Green areas Residents/statutory bodies to interact effectively
Lacking community cohesion Coast

6 Picturesque The harbour and beach Building projects to be in keeping with old houses Need to stop fast driving from roundabout into Groomsport
Friendly Lovely walks
Clean Keep the old hill and no more buildings 

7 Pretty Seaside community Landscaping of open spaces Through traffic should be discouraged
Scenic Waste bins on Cove Bay beach and headland
Treasure

8 Peaceful                          Peaceful Speed limits on Donaghadee Road
Friendly Friendly
-

9 Picture postcard Village atmosphere Dogs off leads on beach Dogs off leads/fouling is a health hazard
Friendly Local shop facilities Dog poo everywhere
Historic

10 Friendly The views Making sure any future building is in keeping Have lived in village for 8 years - love it on daily basis
Good village feeling Nearness to towns yet still feels rural and separate Weed control Hope to enjoy it for many years
Thriving Relaxed atmosphere Prevention of advertising on poles, walls etc

Village shops, churches etc
11 Unique Fact that it is still a village Clear the passage beside the church Look of village spoilt by state of vacant properties

Historic Not just part of Bangor Address state of vacant properties
In need of a boost Sort out childrens paddling pool

12 Gods waiting room Pretty Harbour Harbour management Well represented by A Chambers and P Martin
- Calmness Dog poo Dont change it!
-

13 Quiet Peaceful Extend the play area - adventure playground? Keep the distinctive character of the village
Special Not full of difficult people  Give boathouse a facelift - inside and out Not a lot of housing development please
Rural Love its setting but is close enough to Bangor and Belfast Extend communitity activeites at boathouse

Really enjoy the Christmas lights turn on Ask developer to tidy up boundary of Cove Bay/coastal path
14 Special character Seascape Lighting in amaneity areas/harbour Need to retain character/identity of village

Coastal settlement Coastal walks Traffic speed on Main Road Notice board for events etc
Rural environment Character of buildings/scale

15 Pleasant Stunning location Not a lot Retain boatclub and other attractions
Popular  'Stand alone' village Preserve the old stone buildings and walls Attractions like ironman, classic cars should be encouraged
Small

16 Inviting Scenic Cove Bay and Village feels like two entities Bring back Eagle Wing Festival
Quaint Always inviting Events - street markets etc Need communication of events - triathlon not advertised
Unique Lack of signage on Main Road

17 Picturesque Terrific place to live for young and old Need more young families Furthest point of Borough from Belfast - need to attract 
Unique Tourism events Will enhance local employment to sustain village 
Friendly Community/Sports Hall - water sports in summer/indoor winter events

Signage showing amenities and tourist attractions
18 Windy Being by the sea Application for apartments on Bangor Road - totally inappropriate Need to address derelict site in front of Springwell Lodge

Beautiful
Friendly

19 Natural beauty Beaches Dog fouling on beaches Village has so much to offer - should be creatively exploited
Peaceful                          Beauty Dogs running wild on beach - accident waiting to happen A neutral community space - the arts/historical events
Friendly Pretty harbour Boathouse doesnt maximise harbour views

Entension of boathouse or a new build (creative centre)
20 Historic Seaside Address vacant unoccupied houses on Main Street and Bangor Road

Quaint Harbour Access to beach via entry close to Parish Church needs neatened up
Slightly down at heel Aspect Raking, cleaning and sweeping of beach and promenade paths

Retains an 'old world' charm Can pressure be put on Nat Trust to address dangerous, disfiguring
Visitors enjoy 'cockle island' cottages. quagmire of the coastal path around Ballymacormick Point

21 Peaceful                          Sea Footway, coastal paths etc Move bonfire site to green area at harbour
Attractive No more aprtments - only family houses
Too much dog fouling

22 Quiet The people Disrepair of Main Street shops Village should not lose its character
Charming Harbour Cockle Row Cottages need some TLC
A little tired Beaches

23 Small The sea More encouragement to the shopkeepers Groomsport is fine as is but dies need to be well maintained
Quiet Views
Friendly

24 Quiet Village atmosphere (endangered) Separate village identity
Coastal settlement Close to city and Bangor but separate Coastal path/beach cleaning
Convenient Future development

25 Unique Lack of graffitti Dog fouling Could studel/cafe be supported to make it viable?
Clean Flags flying until tattered
Friendly/safe

26 Tired Picturesque seaside location Dog control Need a focus for residents throughout the year
Neglected Amenities for older kids Improve public spaces (lighting etc)
Unloved Car parking Provide fixed dog toilet area

27 Improve lighting around harbour area - particularly concrete path
Resite motorhomes and install pay and display meters
Increase size of car park - fills quickly in good weather
Move recycling centre to free car parking space
Provide dog exclusion areas at paddling pool and Cockle Row
Upgrade play facilities to cater for older children
No centralise community space where villagers can socialise

28 Tranquil retreat New footpaths are brilliant Immaturity/selfishness of some dog owners
Footpaths must be kept clear of dog fouling
Erect signage deterring dog fouling - including potential fines
Flags/emblems not condusive to welcoming visitors to area

29 Groomsport to Ballyholme Beach given a hardcore path full way
Coastal Path - Ballymacormick Point eco pod for birdwatching
Outdoor Gym - possibly beside tennis court or homefield
Wildflower meadow at homefield

73 Comments received 58 Comments received 76 Comments received 39 Comments received

TOP SIX TOP SIX TOP SIX TOP SIX
11 Friendly 9 Seaside/beaches 11 Dog fouling/control 5 Retain distinctive character of village
10 Peaceful/Quiet 7 Community/Village Atmosphere 8 General tidyness - weeds, clutter, shop repair 3 Address derelict sites
10 Picturesque/Pretty/Attractive 6 Close to Belfast and Bangor but feels separate 6 Condition of coastal paths 3 Improvements to boatclub

6 Tired/unloved 5 Harbour 5 Improved play areas - cater for older children 3 Traffic/speed improvements
4 Unique 4 Quiet/Peaceful 4 Traffic Speed 3 Village notice board/communication of events
3 Quaint 3 Coast/Coastline 4 Future development to respect character 2 Encourage more events

TOP THREE                                                  42% TOP THREE                                                                                     38% TOP THREE                                                                                                                                    33% TOP THREE                                                                                                    28%

TOP SIX                                                         60% TOP SIX                                                                                            59% TOP SIX                                                                                                                                           50% TOP SIX                                                                                                           49%
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